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[DOC] The Art Of Mexican Cooking: Traditional Mexican Cooking
For Aficionados: A Cookbook
Yeah, reviewing a books The Art of Mexican Cooking: Traditional Mexican Cooking for Aficionados: A Cookbook could grow your near connections listings.
This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, talent does not recommend that you have wonderful points.
Comprehending as competently as bargain even more than new will have enough money each success. next to, the broadcast as with ease as insight of this The Art
of Mexican Cooking: Traditional Mexican Cooking for Aficionados: A Cookbook can be taken as competently as picked to act.

The Art of Mexican Cooking-Diana Kennedy 1989 An exploration of
Mexican cuisine presents recipes for main dishes, sauces and desserts,
ranging for simple to sophisticated

The Art of Mexican Cooking-Diana Kennedy 2008 An exploration of
Mexican cuisine presents recipes for main dishes, sauces and desserts,
ranging for simple to sophisticated.

The Art of Mexican Cooking-Jan Aaron 1982-03-01 Authentic recipes
from every area of Mexico accompanied by a short history of Mexican
cuisine from the pre-Columbian times

The Tortilla Book-Diana Kennedy 1991 Diana Kennedy, the authoritative
cultural missionary for the foods of Mexico, shows the incredible range of
her imagination as she concentrates on one amazingly versatile ingredient:
the humble tortilla. "No one touches Diana Kennedy when it comes to
Mexican food".--New York magazine. 38 halftones and line drawings.

The Complete Book of Mexican Cooking-Elisabeth L. Ortiz 1998 The
prize-winning The Complete Book of Mexican Cooking presents the rich
variety of the Mexican kitchen in 340 recipes, along with explanations of
basic Mexican ingredients and cooking methods as well as a list of stores
where ingredients and cooking utensils can be found.

Mexican Regional Cooking-Diana Kennedy 1990

Authentic Mexican Cooking-Scott Myers 2014-06-03 Everyone enjoys the
flavorful and piquant foods and refreshing drinks of Mexico and Authentic
Mexican Cooking shows you that these tasty traditional dishes from south of
the border are very easy to make. With beautiful photographs and fun,
colorful illustrations, this extensive cookbook shows you how to make all of
the popular Mexican meals as well as some you might not have tried before.
From vinaigrettes, soups, salads, and appetizers, to meat and seafood fare,
sweet desserts, and fun cocktails, you’ll be having a fiesta in the kitchen
while making these. Along with valuable tips about typical ingredients,
you’ll find great recipes for: Vegetarian frijoles Tortilla soup Chocolate-chili
sauce Pork medallions with salsa Mushroom-filled burritos Quail in rose
petal sauce Halibut ceviche with olives Shrimp in tequila sauce Mint,
watermelon, and hibiscus cocktails And much more! With Authentic
Mexican Cooking you’ll be enjoying the sun and the fiery spirit of the
country of the chili peppers, tequilas, and rich chocolate, until you are ready
for your siesta. Skyhorse Publishing, along with our Good Books and Arcade
imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of cookbooks, including books on
juicing, grilling, baking, frying, home brewing and winemaking, slow
cookers, and cast iron cooking. We’ve been successful with books on glutenfree cooking, vegetarian and vegan cooking, paleo, raw foods, and more.
Our list includes French cooking, Swedish cooking, Austrian and German
cooking, Cajun cooking, as well as books on jerky, canning and preserving,
peanut butter, meatballs, oil and vinegar, bone broth, and more. While not
every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes
overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.

Don't Count the Tortillas-Adan Medrano 2019-06 From an early age, Chef
Adn Medrano understood the power of cooking to enthrall, to grant artistic
agency, and to solidify identity as well as succor and hospitality. In this
second cookbook, he documents and explains native ingredients, traditional
techniques, and innovations in casero (home-style) Mexican American
cooking in Texas. Dont Count the Tortillas offers over 100 kitchen-tested
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recipes, including newly created dishes that illustrate what is trending in
homes and restaurants across Texas. Each recipe is followed by clear, stepby-step instructions, explanation of cooking techniques, and description of
the dishes cultural context. Dozens of color photographs round out Chef
Medranos encompassing of a rich indigenous history that turns on family
and, more widely, on communityone bound by shared memories of the art
that this book honors.

Mexican Cooking For Dummies-Susan Feniger 2011-05-23 Spice up your
soups and add some zest to the rest! Mexican Cooking For Dummies can
inspire your cooking, improve your Spanish, and give you that south-of-theborder soul. Chefs Susan Feniger and Mary Sue Milliken have attempted to
reign in their vast knowledge of Mexican food and present it in that familiar
...For Dummies style that you've come to appreciate. Discover their wide
array of standard Mexican ingredients. From avocados to epazote, they give
you the hints and friendly advice you'll need in order to select the best
ingredients for your meals. Packed with more than 100 recipes, Mexican
Cooking For Dummies covers a wide array of dishes, drinks, and appetizers.
Master the simple dishes, such as tortas and tacos, while washing them
down with horchata or sangria. Soon, you'll be hosting your own fiestas,
starting your guests off with salsas and ceviches before moving on to the
main dish. Will it be the cumin-and-chile-marinated skirt steak or the baked
salmon in salsa verde? Either way, you're sure to impress! The authors
cover the staples (such as rice, beans, tortillas, and vegetables) and then
guide you on a discovery tour that includes traditional moles and menudos.
Save some room for the wide selection of desert recipes. Pick up Mexican
Cooking For Dummies, and in no time, you'll be swinging spicy cilantrocovered dishes out of your kitchen and making your guests shout "Ole!"

The Essential Cuisines of Mexico-Diana Kennedy 2009 A recognized
authority on Mexican cuisine has updated and expanded several of her
classic cookbooks to present hundreds of traditional recipes, as well as new
instructions for ingredient use, new cooking techniques, and additional
recipes.

Quick & Easy Mexican Cooking-Cecilia Hae-Jin Lee 2011-04-29 Es
verdad! You can cook Mexican food on a weeknight in under one hour.
Using readily available ingredients and familiar techniques, this easy-to-use
cookbook makes Mexican cuisine doable for cooks at any skill level. Tacos,
taquitos, flautas, burritos, and even classic Mexican desserts like Churros
and cinnamon-scented Arroz con Leche (rice pudding) are just a taste of the
more than 80 straightforward recipes. With dishes for every meal of the
dayplus refreshing drinks such as agua frescas and potent
margaritas—Quick & Easy Mexican Cooking adds spice to any kitchen.

Knack Mexican Cooking-Chelsie Kenyon

My Mexico-Diana Kennedy 2013-10-20 By universal acclaim, Diana
Kennedy is the world’s authority on the authentic cuisines of Mexico. For
decades, she has traveled the length and breadth of the country, seeking
out the home cooks, local ingredients, and traditional recipes that make
Mexican cuisines some of the most varied and flavorful in the world.
Kennedy has published eight classic Mexican cookbooks, including the
James Beard Award-winning Oaxaca al Gusto. But her most personal book is
My Mexico, a labor of love filled with more than three hundred recipes and
stories that capture the essence of Mexican food culture as Kennedy has
discovered and lived it. First published in 1998, My Mexico is now back in
print with a fresh design and photographs—ready to lead a new generation
of gastronomes on an unforgettable journey through the foods of this
fascinating and complex country.

The Mexican Home Kitchen-Mely Martínez 2020-09-15 Bring the
authentic flavors of Mexico into your kitchen with The Mexican Home
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Kitchen, featuring 85+ recipes for every meal and occasion.

The Mexican Cook Book-George Wallace 1971

photography throughout, and step-by-step guides to folding the perfect
burrito, eating a taco (no knives and forks allowed), making a sizzling table
salsa, and much more. And with Thomasina's guide to the world's hottest
Chillis, ingenious cheats, and helpful menu planner, Mexican Food Made
Simple has everything you need to put together a fantastic Mexican feast at
home.

Adventures in Mexican cooking-Vicki Barrios Schley 1978-08-01

Recipes from the Regional Cooks of Mexico-Diana Kennedy 1978
Gathered during extensive travels through Mexico, these recipes were
supplied by Mexico's best cooks, and the author provides a pronunciation
guide and a list of sources for obtaining ingredients

A Gringo's Guide to Authentic Mexican Cooking-Mad Coyote Joe 2001
Presents a collection of recipes for such dishes as huevos rancheros, chiles
rellenos, bistec ranchero, tacos de carne asada, and flan.

Mexico-Margarita Carrillo Arronte 2014-10-27 A New York Times Best
Seller A Publishers Weekly Top Ten Cookbook (Fall 2014) "All my life I have
wanted to travel through Mexico to learn authentic recipes from each
region and now I don’t have to – Margarita has done it for me!" – Eva
Longoria The first truly comprehensive bible of authentic Mexican home
cooking, written by a living culinary legend, Mexico: The Cookbook features
an unprecedented 700 recipes from across the entire country, showcasing
the rich diversity and flavors of Mexican cuisine. Author Margarita Carrillo
Arronte has dedicated 30 years to researching, teaching, and cooking
Mexican food, resulting in this impressive collection of Snacks and Street
Food, Starters and Salads, Eggs, Soups, Fish, Meat, Vegetables,
Accompaniments, Rice and Beans, Breads and Pastries, and Drinks and
Desserts. Beautifully illustrated with 200 full‐color photographs, the book
includes dishes such as Acapulco‐style ceviche, Barbacoa de Pollo from
Hidalgo, classic Salsa Ranchera, and the ultimate Pastel Tres Leches, each
with notes on recipe origins, ingredients, and techniques, along with
contributions from top chefs such as Enrique Olvera and Hugo Ortega.

Nopalito-Gonzalo Guzmán 2017-04-11 Winner of the 2018 James Beard
Foundation Cookbook Award in "International" category Finalist for the
2018 International Association of Culinary Professionals (IACP) Book
Awards A collection of 100 recipes for regional Mexican food from the
popular San Francisco restaurant. The true spirit, roots, and flavors of
regional Mexican cooking—from Puebla, Mexico City, Michoacán, the
Yucatán, and beyond--come alive in this cookbook from Gonzalo Guzman,
head chef at San Francisco restaurant Nopalito. Inspired by food straight
from the sea and the land, Guzman transforms simple ingredients, such as
masa and chiles, into bright and flavor-packed dishes. The book includes
fundamental techniques of Mexican cuisine, insights into Mexican food and
culture, and favorite recipes from Nopalito such as Crispy Red Quesadillas
with Braised Pork and Pork Rinds; Toasted Corn with Crema, Ground Chile,
and Queso Fresco; Tamales with Red Spiced Sunflower Seed Mole; and
Salsa-Dipped Griddled Chorizo and Potato Sandwiches. Capped off by
recipes for cocktails, aqua frescas, paletas, churros, and flan—Nopalito is
your gateway to Mexico by way of California. This is a cookbook to be read,
savored, and cooked from every night.

The Cuisines of Mexico-Diana Kennedy 1989-09-27 A classic! The world's
foremost authority on Mexican cuisine provides a mouth-watering array of
delicious recipes. "She's taken a piece of the culinary world and made
herself its queen."--New York

Rustic Mexican-Deborah Schneider 2017-10-10 Traditional dishes from the
Mexican countryside by the coauthor of the James Beard Award-nominated
cookbook, Cooking with the Seasons at Rancho La Puerta. With 100+
delicious, easy-to-follow recipes, a pantry primer and more, Rustic Mexican
is the perfect cookbook to help you discover the diverse cuisine of Mexico.
Full-color photography, illustrations, and ingredient guides accompany
recipes throughout, making it a comprehensive roadmap to discovering all
the great flavors that Mexico has to offer. Recipes include: Spicy Nuts &
Seeds with Michelada Cocktail Halibut Ceviche with Avocado Blackened
Salmon Tacos Creamy Poblano Chile Soup with Corn & Mushrooms Saffron
Rice with Clams Chilaquiles with Poached Eggs Savory Layered Tortilla
Cake Red Chile Enchiladas Grilled Tomatoes with Mexican Chimichurri
Sauce Jicama, Grapefruit & Avocado Salad Blistered Serrano Chiles with
Caramelized Onions Roasted Habanero & Tomato Salsa Mango-Chile Ice
Pops Sopaipillas “A lovely and delicious book.” —Cooking by the Book

Naturally Healthy Mexican Cooking-Jim Peyton 2014-10-01 Presents
some 200 recipes from the various schools of Mexican and MexicanAmerican cooking in Texas, New Mexico, Arizona and California that have
exceptional nutrition profiles, are easy to prepare and, most important of
all, taste delicious.

Cantina-Susan Feniger 1996 Gathers the recipes of Mexico's market stalls,
bars, and rustic restaurants to offer a sampling of the country's diverse
cuisine

Nothing Fancy-Diana Kennedy 2016-04-19 Diana Kennedy is the world’s
preeminent authority on authentic Mexican cooking and one of its bestknown food writers. Renowned for her uncompromising insistence on using
the correct local ingredients and preparation techniques, she has taught
generations of cooks how to prepare traditional dishes from the villages of
Mexico, and in doing so, has documented and helped preserve the country’s
amazingly diverse and rich foodways. Kennedy’s own meals for guests are
often Mexican, but she also indulges herself and close friends with the
nostalgic foods in Nothing Fancy. This acclaimed cookbook—now expanded
with new and revised recipes, additional commentary, photos, and
reminiscences—reveals Kennedy’s passion for simpler, soul-satisfying food,
from the favorite dishes of her British childhood (including a technique for
making clotted cream that actually works) to rare recipes from Ukraine,
Norway, France, and other outposts. In her inimitable style, Kennedy
discusses her addictions—everything from good butter, cream, and lard to
cold-smoked salmon, Seville orange marmalade, black truffle shavings,
escamoles (ant eggs), and proper croissants—as well as her bêtes
noires—kosher salt, nonfat dairy products, cassia “cinnamon,” botoxed
turkeys, and nonstick pans and baking sprays, among them. And look out for
the ire she unleashes on “cookbookese,” genetically modified foods, plastic,
and unecological kitchen practices! The culminating work of an illustrious
career, Nothing Fancy is an irreplaceable opportunity to spend time in the
kitchen with Diana Kennedy, listening to the stories she has collected and
making the food she has loved over a long lifetime of cooking.

Truly Texas Mexican-Adán Medrano 2014 Delectably steeped in tradition,
a living culinary heritage
Elena's Secrets of Mexican Cooking-Elena Emilia Zelayeta 1958 Recipes
with easy-to-find ingredients.

Mexican Food Made Simple-Thomasina Miers 2011-11-24 If you love
having friends and family round for dinner or simply rustling up fresh, fast
food, Mexican cooking is fun, fantastic and full of flavour. One of its
brightest stars, Wahaca chef and food writer Thomasina Miers shares the
recipes she has gathered since she first fell in love with the country aged
18, reinventing the classics with accessible ingredients to demonstrate how
exciting and delicious traditional Mexican food can be. Whether you're
looking for street snacks full of punch, rich, hearty stews, or sensational,
spicy wraps, Thomasina's Mexican Food Made Simple is bursting with
recipes you'll want to eat and share: soft corn tacos and tostados; little
cheesy things (Quesadillas); a great Mexican chille con carne; Grilled
Seabass or succulent Lamb Chops with homemade salsas and tortilla chips;
and to finish churros with chocolate sauce. The book features vibrant food
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Mexican Cookbook-Erna Fergusson 1969-11-01 When it was first
published in 1934, Erna Fergusson's Mexican Cookbook made authentic
Mexican recipes accessible to cooks nationwide--including celebrated
favorites such as enchiladas, chile rellenos, and carne adovada, as well as
the simple, rustic foods traditionally prepared and served in New Mexican
homes. Inspired by the delight and enthusiasm with which visitors to the
Southwest partook of the region's cuisine, this popular cookbook remains an
enduring tribute to the ambience and spirit of territorial New Mexico.

Mexican Everyday-Rick Bayless 2005-11-17 From the foremost authority
on Mexican cooking, a collection of tradition-packed Mexican dishes, easy
enough for every day. As much as Rick Bayless loves the bold flavors of
Mexican food, he understands that preparing many Mexican specialties
requires more time than most of us have for weeknight dinners. Mexican
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Everyday is written with an understanding of how busy we all are. It is a
collection of 90 full-flavored recipes—like Green Chile Chicken Tacos,
Shrimp Ceviche Salad, Chipotle Steak with Black Beans—that meet three
criteria for “everyday” food: 1) most need less than 30 minutes’
involvement; 2) they have the fresh, delicious taste of simple, authentic
preparations; and 3) they are nutritionally balanced, fully rounded
meals—no elaborate side dishes required. Filled with recipes featured on
Rick’s Public Television series, Mexico—One Plate at a Time, this book
provides dishes you can enjoy with family and friends, day in and day out.

Authentic Mexican-Mr. Rick Bayless 2009-05-26 Americans have at last
discovered Mexico's passion for exciting food. We've fallen in love with the
great Mexican combination of rich, earthy flavors and casual, festive dining.
But we don't begin to imagine how sumptuous and varied the cooking of
Mexico really is. After ten years of loving exploration, Rick Bayless, together
with his wife, Deann, gave us Authentic Mexican, this now classic, easy-touse compendium of our southern neighbor's cooking. This all-embracing
cookbook offers the full range of dishes, from poultry, meat, fish, rice,
beans, and vegetables to eggs, snacks made of corn masa, tacos, turnovers,
enchiladas and their relatives, tamales, and moles, ending with desserts,
sweets, and beverages. There are irresistible finger foods such as Yucatecan
marinated shrimp tacos and crispy cheese-filled masa turnovers; spicy corn
chowder and chorizo sausage with melted cheese will start off a special
dinner; you will find mole poblano, charcoal-grilled pork in red-chile adobo,
and marinated fish steamed in banana leaves for those times when you want
to celebrate; and exotic ice creams, caramel custards, and pies to top off
any meal. There's even a section devoted to refreshing coolers, rich
chocolate drinks, and a variety of tequila-laced cocktails. The master recipes
feature all the pointers you'll need for re-creating genuine Mexican textures
and flavors in a North American kitchen. Menu suggestions and timing and
advance-preparation tips make these dishes perfectly convenient for today's
working families. And traditional and contemporary variations accompany
each recipe, allowing the cook to substitute and be creative. Rick and Deann
Bayless traveled more than thirty-five thousand miles investigating the six
distinct regions of Mexico and learning to prepare what they found. From
town to town, recipe by recipe, they personally introduce you to Mexico's
cooks, their kitchens, their markets, and their feasts. If, like the rest of us,
you have a growing love for Mexican food, the reliable recipes in this book
and the caring, personal presentation by Rick and Deann Bayless will
provide meal after meal of pure pleasure for your family and friends.

Oaxaca-Bricia Lopez 2019-10-22 A colorful celebration of Oaxacan cuisine
from the landmark Oaxacan restaurant in Los Angeles Oaxaca is the
culinary heart of Mexico, and since opening its doors in 1994, Guelaguetza
has been the center of life for the Oaxacan community in Los Angeles.
Founded by the Lopez family, Guelaguetza has been offering traditional
Oaxacan food for 25 years. The first true introduction to Oaxacan cuisine by
a native family, each dish articulates their story, from Oaxaca to the streets
of Los Angeles and beyond. Showcasing the “soul food” of Mexico, Oaxaca
offers 140 authentic, yet accessible recipes using some of the purest preHispanic and indigenous ingredients available. From their signature pink
horchata to the formula for the Lopez’s award-winning mole negro, Oaxaca
demystifies this essential cuisine.

The Poor Gringo Guide to Mexican Cooking-M. S. Pickerel 2009 Meet
Miles Standish Pickerel: bamboozler, American ne'er-do-well, and poor
gringo extraordinaire. Newly divorced, culinarily clueless, and living in
Mexico with his faithful canine companion, Ladrn, he shamelessly prepares
traditional Mexican cuisine from low-cost (or no-cost) ingredients. If Miles
Pickerel can't raise it, trap it, steal it, borrow it, pick it, or run it over, he
doesn't put it in his pot. Neighborhood strays and local farmers beware. His
recipes redefine the meaning of eating cheap in Mexico. They include:
Suicide Hen, Stingray Stew, Aztec Soup, Fired Tequila Goat, Cortez-on-Foot
Burritos, Run-over Rooster, Shrimp Head Omelet, Unholy Mole, Soused
Marlin, Cabbage Cakes, and Hibiscus Cooler.

The Best Mexican Recipes-America's Test Kitchen 2015-04-15 Kitchentested recipes that bring the real flavors of Mexico home. Let America’s
Test Kitchen be your guide to making deeply flavored Mexican dishes at
home. Our first Mexican cookbook features foolproof appetizers, soups and
stews, authentic egg dishes, tacos and tamales, burritos and enchiladas, and
all manner of meat and seafood dishes. The Best Mexican Recipes includes a
primer on Mexican home cooking with information on key ingredients
(readily available at your supermarket) and innovative techniques that
shave time off traditional preparation methods. Not only will you be able to
cook amazingly flavorful Mexican food, but you’ll cook with confidence.
Recipes include: Familiar favorites: Beef Enchiladas, Tamales, Grilled Fish
Tacos, Classic Mexican Rice, Chicken Tortilla Soup, Stuffed Jalapenos,
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Chunky Guacamole, Fresh Margaritas, and more Authentic regional dishes:
Queso Fundido, Chicken Mole Poblano, Ancho-Orange Pork Burritos,
Yucatan-Style Barbecue Pork, Fish Veracruz, Oaxacan-Style Beef Brisket,
and more. Popular street foods: Sopes, Gorditas, Panuchos, Mexican Street
Corn, Molletes, Huaraches with Poblanos, Red Peppers, and Queso Fresco,
and more

Rick Bayless Mexican Kitchen-Rick Bayless 1996-10-21 Presents recipes
for more than 200 authentic Mexican dishes, as well as introducing the
major components of Mexican food

Tacopedia-Deborah Holtz 2015-09-28 Everything you need to know about
the taco. Includes 100 authentic recipes adapted from the Mexican bestseller from fillings and tortillas to salsas and sauces. Richly illustrated and
entertaining graphics take on one of the world’s most popular dishes. The
ultimate reference on taco culture, Tacopedia is a deep dive into the varying
taco traditions of Mexico’s diverse regions. Features 100 recipes for all of
the components of an amazing taco. Illustrated with 250 photographs, and
accompanied by interviews, stories, illustrations, graphics, maps and more
that bring the vibrancy of the taco, and its homeland, to life. Tacopedia’s
highly graphic style will appeal to hip taco lovers, food truck enthusiasts,
and serious followers of Mexican cuisine, both young, and young at heart.

Savvy-Ingrid Law 2008-05-01 A vibrant new voice . . . a modern classic. For
generations, the Beaumont family has harbored a magical secret. They each
possess a “savvy”—a special supernatural power that strikes when they turn
thirteen. Grandpa Bomba moves mountains, her older brothers create
hurricanes and spark electricity . . . and now it’s the eve of Mibs’s big day.
As if waiting weren’t hard enough, the family gets scary news two days
before Mibs’s birthday: Poppa has been in a terrible accident. Mibs
develops the singular mission to get to the hospital and prove that her new
power can save her dad. So she sneaks onto a salesman’s bus . . . only to
find the bus heading in the opposite direction. Suddenly Mibs finds herself
on an unforgettable odyssey that will force her to make sense of growing
up—and of other people, who might also have a few secrets hidden just
beneath the skin.

The Guide to Mexican Cooking for Beginners-Allie Allen 2019-08-05 Are
you craving for spicy authentic Mexican dishes, that will impress you with
the flavors? Look no further, as the Mexican Cookbook is here to satisfy
your tastebuds in the best possible way. As soon as you have it in your
hands, you will want to run off to the kitchen and start with your first meal.
Whether you want to enjoy some Mexican food by yourself or amaze your
friends with something new, all you need to do is open this cookbook. You
have everything needed, such as ideas, ingredients, and full instructions. In
no time, you will be able to prepare the most authentic spicy Mexican
flavors that will conquer you on the first bite. So, what are you waiting for?
Grab your copy now and get started!

Eat Mexico: Recipes from Mexico City's Streets, Markets and FondasLesley Tellez 2019-06-17 Eat Mexico is a love letter to the intricate cuisine
of Mexico City, written by a young journalist who lived and ate there for
four years. It showcases food from the city's streets: the football-shaped,
bean-stuffed corn tlacoyo, topped with cactus and salsa; the tortas bulging
with turkey confit and a peppery herb called papalo; the beer-braised
rabbit, slow-cooked until tender. The book ends on a personal note, with a
chapter highlighting the creative, Mexican-inspired dishes - such as roasted
poblano oatmeal - that Lesley cooks at home in New York with ingredients
she discovered in Mexico. Ambitious cooks and armchair travellers alike will
enjoy Lesley's Eat Mexico.

The Wisdom of Crowds-James Surowiecki 2005-08-16 In this fascinating
book, New Yorker business columnist James Surowiecki explores a
deceptively simple idea: Large groups of people are smarter than an elite
few, no matter how brilliant—better at solving problems, fostering
innovation, coming to wise decisions, even predicting the future. With
boundless erudition and in delightfully clear prose, Surowiecki ranges
across fields as diverse as popular culture, psychology, ant biology,
behavioral economics, artificial intelligence, military history, and politics to
show how this simple idea offers important lessons for how we live our lives,
select our leaders, run our companies, and think about our world.
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